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WORLD OF WONDERS
For never-ending 

surprises
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WONDERS 
AMAZE

WHERE FACTS 
SURPRISE, 

There are more Than 13 Thousand karsT caves in slovenia. 22 are open for TourisTs. The mosT 
beauTiful ones are found in The Green karsT. WiTh iTs speleoloGical insTiTuTe, posTojna is The 
Global cradle of karsToloGy – The scienTific research of karsT phenomena.

The Green karsT boasTs a larGe number of seasonal lakes. visiT The seasonal lakes of pivka and lake 
cerknica – The larGesT inTermiTTenT lake in europe. Where There are meadoWs Today, a lake as larGe 
as 30 square kilomeTres and as deep as 10 meTres can appear jusT TWo days laTer.

behind predjama casTle, The larGesT cave casTle in The World, Which is 
in The Guinness book of records, lies slovenia’s second larGesT TourisT cave 
spanninG across four levels.

posTojna cave, slovenia’s mosT visiTed and larGesT TourisT cave, is parT of a 
cave sysTem consisTinG of more Than 24 Thousand meTres of explored cave 
passaGes. since 1872, iT has been The home of a unique underGround railWay 
feaTurinG The firsT TourisT cave Train in The World!

There are 22 larGer subTerranean lakes in križna cave, buT TakinG inTo accounT all The 
smaller hidden WaTer-filled depressions, The cave boasTs more Than 40 small 
lakes. iT is also home To slovenia’s 7Th larGesT island and The larGesT archaeoloGical 
siTe of cave bear remains in slovenia. 

The area of mT. snežnik is home To The reserve of primeval beech foresTs under unesco proTecTion. The 
Green karsT also encompasses a parT of The Škocjan caves park Which has been on The unesco World 
heriTaGe lisT since 1986.

The javorniki and snežnik foresTs represenT The larGesT dense foresT 
complex in This parT of europe. They are home To bears, lynxes and Wolves.
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SeaSonal lakeS and riverS that 
Sink underground are the moSt 
prominent Surface elementS of 
thiS landScape. trekking along the 
hunterS’ trailS, exploring the pathS 
of the nobility on horSeback and 
other experienceS all lead you to 
the SurpriSingly vibrant meadowS 
and foreStS of the green karSt. with 
the help of a guide, we reach the 
Safety of a hunting blind in order 
to obServe large beaStS. including 
the bear!

very few places are as rich with lakes as the Seasonal 
lakes of pivka nature park. the largest of the 17 lakes can 
reach the size of 300 football fields, and one of the lakes 
can retain water for up to nine months a year. hundreds of 
plant and animal species that are endangered or already 
extinct elsewhere still live in this area.

biodiverstiy is a big part of the notranjska regional park as 
well. its heart is Lake Cerknica – the largest intermittent 
lake in europe. together with rakov Škocjan and križna 
cave, it is classified as a wetland of international 
importance. this is where you will find half of europe’s bird 
species, a third of europe’s butterfly species and a quarter 
of europe’s amphibian species living in a special symbiosys 
with people! 

NATURE 
THAT IS DIFFERENT 

AT FIRST SIGHT Get up close to
the wonders 
of the karst

To wonder is human. Being surrounded by wondrous 
processes can seem almost extraterrestrial. As 
water disappears into the swallow holes of Lake 
Cerknica, it feels like you are surrounded by craters 
on an alien planet. Where does all this water go? 
When will it come back and why? What kind of secret 
life does it have?

the green karst is a treasure trove of natural wonders 
of global importance. the impact area of the Reka 
River, the longest sinking river in Slovenia, is part of 
the Škocjan caves system. Rakov Škocjan, a valley of 
natural bridges near postojna cave, is one of Slovenia’s 
oldest nature parks. Snežnik, the tallest mountain 
outside of the alps standing at 1796 m, boasts a wealth 
of botanical peculiarities.

The coldest place 
It is said of Babno Polje that it is cold there for six months and the 
other six is winter. This is where the lowest temperature in Slovenia 
was measured: –34.5°C. Nearby lies the village of Bloke – the cradle 
of skiing in Central Europe.
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CAVES 
TOO BIG TO FULLY 
EXPLORE  

Explore the world 
underneath the surface

By train, boat or in a more adventurous way, just like the first cave 
explorers?
A legendary cave train takes you inside the Postojna Cave. The Križna 
and Planina Cave offer a cave boating experience by prior arrangement. 
Treks and adventure tours with experienced guides offer a more intimate 
experience of the underground world. 

poStojna cave, the moSt viSited 
touriSt cave in europe, iS part of 
a cave SyStem that featureS over 
24 kilometreS of underground 
paSSageS! theSe alSo lead to the 
pivka cave, which we can enter by 
deScending 65 metreS down 317 
StepS, and the black cave with itS 
large dark dripStoneS it iS named 
after. the Subterranean world iS 
inhabited by the famouS “human 
fiSh”. you can See it in poStojna cave’S 
vivarium, which alSo ShowcaSeS 
other mySteriouS creatureS of the 
underground world.     

The Cave under Predjama Castle is Slovenia’s second 
largest cave and it stretches across four interconnected 
levels. The Križna Cave with more than 40 subterra-
nean lakes offers an underground boating experience. 
The Planina Cave is the largest water cave in Slovenia. it 
is where you will find the largest confluence of subterra-
nean rivers in europe. it is also the largest natural habitat 
of the “human fish”, the only cave vertebrate in europe.

apart from caves that have been attracting tourists 
for ages, the green karst offers a wide variety of other 
underground secrets which you will be able to uncover 
with the help of experienced guides or as part of guided 
themed programmes and special experiences.

How big is the Green Karst actually? Who knows! 
It makes no sense to measure such a unique land 
merely on its surface while its depths are so mys-
terious. In the land of limestone rock, water is still 
creating new subterranean worlds.

»Human Fish« / The Olm in Postojna Cave

Postojna Cave, Slovenia Postojna Cave, Slovenia
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erazem of predjama, the knight who 
waS able to endure a year-long 
imperial Siege thankS to the Secret 
tunnelS behind hiS amazing caStle, iS 
Still to thiS day the beSt inSpiration 
for original experienceS at the 
largeSt cave caStle in the world. 
predjama caStle iS located only a 
few kilometreS from the poStojna 
cave.

you can find out which castle fortifications witnessed the 
bygone days of the green karst at the exhibition inside 
the halls of the more than 700-year-old Prem Castle in 
Brkini. this castle has its own story of secret underground 
passageways that supposedly run under the reka river.

nature and culture are connected in a unique way by the 
Renaissance Snežnik Castle. it still has the original inte-
rior dating back to the time when it was used as a country 
hunting manor. the paths leading to the castle are shaded 
by the mighty linden, chestnut and maple avenues, and the 
castle grounds are populated by various species of trees 
typical for the forests of Snežnik. when in bloom, we can 
also smell the revived Snežnik rose.

STORIES 
THAT CAPTURE THE 

IMAGINATION    Experience castle 
fairytales your own way!  

apart from the Predjama Castle, the unconquerable 
medieval miracle, other castles and mansions also 
offer numerous stories. keep your eyes peeled on your 
travels for the ruins of numerous mighty buildings of 
the past!

Why would anyone look at the 123-metre-high 
vertical rock cliff and think about building a castle 
there? You will not find the reasons for this in the 
famous Predjama Castle, but rather in the caves 
hidden behind it.

The search for the Snežnik rose
The opulence of the castle gardens at Snežnik Castle can best be 
experienced with local guides. They will also tell you the story of a 
white rose with large fragrant petals, which was cultivated by the 
estate’s gardener at the end of the 19th century and was later almost 
lost for good. Now, it once again blooms at the castle in early summer 
and you can also find it in the Green Karst in the form of a unique 
souvenir.

Predjama Castle, Slovenia
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KNOWLEDGE THAT 
BECOMES AN 
EXPERIENCE 

In the world of the submariners
The Green Karst does not have a sea, but it has one of only six Yugoslav 
commando submarines! In the land of different waters, you can enter a 
submersible from 1985 and experience the stories of the submariners, 
many of which, interestingly, were Slovenes.
 

innovative muSeumS that preSent 
the peculiaritieS of the green karSt 
amaze uS with their interactive 
diSplayS of the power of water, 
original experienceS, journeyS 
through the geological paSt, and 
exciting hiStorical StorieS. they 
embed uS into the life of the localS 
who live in a landScape that haS 
been encouraging unique creativity 
for ageS.

visit the ecomuseum of the Seasonal lakes of pivka 
and learn about the lives of people who have, through 
the different stages of history, adapted to live in a 
landscape that alternates between a shortage and an 
abundance of water. Spin the special mill wheel for the 
presentation of the formation of the 17 lakes! visit the 
museum of lake cerknica and admire the living model of 
the lake, which realistically demonstrates how the lake 
bed is filled and drained. visit the ornithology classroom 
as well! experience the hunting heritage of the green 
karst and the time of the first world war by visiting the 
exhibitions in the “at the old lady” museum in predjama. 

the Park of Military History in pivka offers a different 
type of experience. the largest museum complex in 
Slovenia is also the only european military museum 
that exhibits everything from ancient bows to tanks, 
airplanes, a military locomotive from the Second world 
war, and even a submarine! you can also test the mig-
21 flight simulator and experience flight at supersonic 
speeds.

The Green Karst is a unique world full of seemingly 
strange phenomena. When we understand how they are 
formed, we experience them in a different way. When 
we learn how people live in this sort of landscape, our 
interactions with them are enriched!

in postojna, the cradle of karstology, visit the perma-
nent exhibition in the Karst Museum and learn how 
dripstones are formed. discover the karstic refuges of 
ice age animals, hiding places of secret treasures and 
dwellings of our distant ancestors. after experiencing 
the museum, you will also understand what drove 
cavers to constantly search for new discoveries! make 
sure to visit the Expo Cave Karst exhibition at postojna 
cave where you will learn about the formation of 
underground karst phenomena through an interactive 
presentation.

Expo Jama Kras, Park Postojna Cave

Enter 
different 
times
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when viSiting the green karSt, the 
dayS are alwayS varied. we take guided 
tourS to placeS we would Struggle 
to find ourSelveS. we reach inter-
eSting deStinationS on our hiking or 
biking tripS. we paddle acroSS lakeS, 
which might not be there when we 
come back next time. we hop from one 
point of intereSt to another.

Lovers of horse riding can embark on trail riding across an 
interesting landscape and on guided trips between castles.

Bikers can use a map with 23 bike trails to reach 
viewpoints, secret spots and hospitable villages. you can 
explore the land of the bear with a bike guide. bike across 
hills and valleys and visit brkini or do the bloke bike loop.

Hikers are attracted by the stage tours of the long-
distance via dinarica trail which connects the entire 
western balkans and is considered one of the most 
interesting long-distance trails in europe. it starts in 
Slovenia, in the green karst, where you can complete seven 
stages of this trail in seven days. day hikes are possible to 
Snežnik, nanos, Slivnica and other hills. interesting circular 
trails and themed trails are especially popular. many hiking 
events are associated with the most popular local trails.

A LANDSCAPE 
FOR OUTDOOR 

ACTIVITIES Choose your way of exploring 
the Green Karst

Along the trails of Martin Krpan 
The Green Karst is the land of Martin Krpan, one of the most famous 
Slovenian literary heroes. A singular rebel, who smuggled salt, sur-
prised the Emperor and his wife with his cleverness and resourceful-
ness, and used his incredible strength to defeat the mighty Brdavs and 
save the Empire from a Turkish attack. There are two trails that follow 
the footsteps of the legendary folk hero – the Great Krpan Trail (91 km) 
and the shorter Krpan Trail on Bloke (19 km).

enter the karstic Wondernature as curious explorers 
and combine the area’s attractions into several days of 
experiencing natural wonders. together with experts and 
locals, acquire the knowledge and skills of karstology, 
speleology, ornithology, forestry, coexistence with large 
beasts, hiking and outdoor survival.

When venturing into the magical nature of the Green 
Karst, one wants to see everything from up close. 
That is why we travel on foot, by bike, by boat and on 
horseback. After a few days of discovering the land, 
we can barely keep track of all the plants and animals 
we have seen, and how many peculiarities, not found 
in other areas, we have come across.
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Showing reSpect to the habitat of 
numerouS animal SpecieS, we viSit an 
uninhabited den of europe’S largeSt 
beaSt, the bear. we learn to identify 
itS trackS. we can take photoS of 
bearS from hunting blindS. we 
get learn the tipS and trickS from 
experienced nature photographerS 
who alSo Show uS other animalS 
and incredible viewpointS.

go on a night-time guided hike near the lakes and 
experience a frog choir concert. learn to distinguish the 
sounds of different types of frogs. with a bit of luck, you 
can spot bats flying low above the water’s surface. with 
sharp hearing and with the help of detectors, you can also 
catch their calls!

exploring the green karst also includes discovering 
the coldest places in Slovenia. babno polje, known as 
Slovenian Siberia, is a place of meteorological records and 
fascinating stories. it is best experienced together with 
the locals – experienced guides.

  Listen to a night-time concert 
of the wild!the night has its power. the forests live differently then. 

you can experience this by spending the night in one of 
the hunting blinds in gornje poljane or when you and 
your experienced guide go searching for different views 
into the starry sky and among the different sounds of 
nature.

The Green Karst is a land of unique experiences. It is 
here, in the home of the bear and where the primeval 
Snežnik forests provide a refuge to the wolves and 
lynxes, that we can experience how people learned 
to coexist with nature.

WHEN WILD NATURE  
BECOMES 

HOSPITABLE  

In the land of the brown bear 
Approximately one thousand bears live in Slovenia! Most of them can 
be found in the Green Karst. You are sometimes more likely to encoun-
ter a bear than a human being on your walk through the forest. That is 
why you should follow the trails of large beasts with real experts and 
experienced guides.
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the green karSt iS a brand that iS 
proudly repreSented by certified 
local produce and productS only. 
we viSit innS with local diSheS, 
cheeSe, bee and fruit farmS and 
marketS with local delicacieS. 
moSt of them are made in an eco 
and SuStainable manner. the brand 
iS alSo proudly aSSociated with 
the hand-made productS of local 
artiSanS, which make for a great 
Souvenir from your trip acroSS the 
green karSt!

among the delicacies with the green karst designation, 
you should also try albumin cottage cheese, sheep 
and goat cheese, and other excellent dairy products. 
visit the beekeepers and try the different types of 
honey and honey products. when visiting the fruit-
bearing brkini, try the different juices and spirits. try 
out the dried meats and local dishes at friendly farms.

in the green karst, you can try the often forgotten kohlrabi! 
traditional stews with varying local names (trojka, kavra, 
kaura or kavla) combine kohlrabi with potatoes and beans.

Discover the 
origin of good

you can try game in many places, but here, amidst the 
mighty forests, it connects you to the wilderness you 
have just been hiking through. with a bit of luck, you 
can experience the autumnal dormouse hunt with a 
bowl of dormouse stew! you can get fish anywhere, 
but in the land of diverse lakes, the pike caught just 
for you definitely tastes differently. out of all the 
Slovenian spirits, kraški brinjevec and brkinski slivovec 
are especially respected. 

Excellence with geographical designation
Brkinski slivovec and kraški brinjevec are famous strong alcoholic 
drinks with geographical designation. Slivovec is made from an in-
digenous type of plum, while brinjevec is made from juniper berries. 
They are made in a typical Brkini still with a special copper cap. After 
a very slow second distillation, brinjevec gets the right aroma after a 
maturing process of at least six months.   

The primeval nature of the Green Karst can be tasted 
in the food and drinks that have been prepared by 
the locals for ages. Their ingredients can be found in 
nature and cultivated at home!

AUTHENTIC TASTES  
THAT CONNECT 

NATURE AND PEOPLE
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EVENTS THAT 
FOLLOW THE BEAT 
OF NATUREJoin the locals!

The beautiful and the ugly 
Škoromati, who do door-to-door rounds visiting every house, consist 
of different characters: the ugly and the beautiful, who wish you good 
health and a good harvest with their symbolic appearance and actions, 
bring plenty and protect the farm’s herds.
 

city StreetS, villageS in the 
countrySide, inviting trailS, SpotS in 
foreStS and near water, and hallS 
in karSt caveS repreSent placeS 
that hoSt eventS and traditional 
celebrationS which preServe the 
cultural and ethnographic heritage 
of the green karSt.

in summer, the green karst offers diverse events at its 
castles and the streets of postojna, where one can attend 
numerous free concerts, shows and other performances. 
many of these events present an opportunity to learn about 
the local traditions, such as the tradition of cart driving in 
postojna or grass cutting in the lož valley. you can also 
learn about the local stories at events such as the Krpan 
Trail Hike. autumn introduces the Festival of Military 
History that takes place in September and features a 
re-enactment of a military battle, the life of soldiers in 
military camps and other attractions. in winter, you can 
enter the postojna cave and experience the christmas 
spirit by visiting the living Nativity. we celebrate the end 
of winter by organising the famous pust celebrations.

Pust v Cerknici is the second largest carnival festival in 
Slovenia. the parade features witches, the water man, 
the large pike and other creatures from the lake. the 
pust parade Pust je pršu in Ilirska Bistrica also features 
Slovenia’s oldest masks – škoromati. these pust characters 
have been scaring away winter for more than 700 years!

One of the most interesting events is the summer 
festival that transforms Snežnik Castle and its 
surroundings into magical venues for unusual stag-
es hosting performers from all over the world. It is 
accompanied by events that the locals host in their 
front yards or in their homes.

Since winter is long and harsh, we drive it away with 
pust masks. Since spring is promising, we welcome 
it with gatherings and nature hikes. Since summer is 
beautiful, we celebrate it with unique festivals.
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even in the middle of summer, the people of the green karst 
are thinking of winter. one of the preparations is the storing 
of hay, clovers and beans. in the Lož Valley (Loška dolina), 
they are dried in a special way – placed on the lopped tops 
of spruce trees. these drying structures are called ostrnice. 
to learn how to prepare them, visit the traditional event ob 
košnji. Dežela ostrnic is also a brand of local produce and 
products of the loška dolina.

PECULIARITIES  YOU 
WANT TO SEE UP 

CLOSE
Bloke

Visit places of original 
creativity 

Visiting Bloke in winter, you can go cross-country skiing along the 
prepared trails or take part in the traditional Bloški teki race. You 
can experience the Bloke creativity at the autumnal Michael’s Fair, 
the history of which can be traced back to the 14th century. Today, 
the fair is where locals present traditional crafts of this interesting 
plateau. You can also try your hand at crafting wooden spoons and 
wicker baskets! Hiking across the plateau, you can discover where a 
Roman wall was built to prevent barbaric tribes from entering the 
Roman Empire.

the plateauS of the green karSt 
are home to ancient Skiing, while 
the valleyS are where Special 
hayStackS – oStrnice – can Still be 
found today.

the undulating landscape offers great views of the valleys 
from plateaus that are full of special stories. one of these 
plateaus is Bloke, where the first skis in central europe 
were invented. visit the Bloke Skier Museum and discover 
the unique skiing style that was first recorded as early as 
1689! the plateau also features lake bloke with a park of 
interesting wooden sculptures, and the winding bloščica 
river with its wet grassland, fen and sites populated by in-
teresting carnivorous plants.
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When you are visiting one of the more remote parts of Slovenia, you 
are also visiting a bear-friendly land. You can uncover its secrets on 
guided hikes and themed trips, climb hunting blinds and get close to 
the bear and other wild animals through the lens of your camera, or 
walk a themed education trail near Snežnik Castle that will guide you 
along the trails of animals and can also be admired by the blind and the 
visually impaired. The Loška dolina is developing accessible tourism 
adapted for the mobility impaired. There is a hostel here that was the 
first in Slovenia to be fully adapted to the needs of the mobility impaired.

Loška doLina
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the pivka river, which shaped the postojna cave, travels 
across the surface for 26 kilometres and adorns the pivka 
basin with its picturesque bends. The Pivka area has 
the most lakes in Slovenia, but they can only be seen at 
certain times of the year due to their seasonal nature. the 
largest one is Lake Palčje, while the longest-lasting is 
Lake Petelinje. travelling through the valley, you will come 
across many stone crosses - pils, special markers found in 
villages, near paths and in fields.

LIFE FLows LIkE 
rIvErs wIth many 

namEs
Follow beautiful stories

Visit the town centre in Ilirska Bistrica and learn about old trades. 
Meet the cobbler at the information point and cross the road to 
visit the Hodnik Mill. The Vencin House is where you can see the 
bee and beekeeping exhibition. When you arrive in Bistriško, do not 
forget to use a bike and visit the many attractions. Head along the 
Kette Trail to Prem, where you will find one of the oldest castles 
in Slovenia. Continue your trip along the Brkini Fruit Trail. Using an 
e-bike makes navigating the hills and valleys of Brkini, including the 
lakes Mola and Klivnik, even easier!

the green karSt iS the drainage 
baSin of the longeSt karStic Sinking 
river – the reka river, which created 
the Škocjan caveS. the pivka river 
alSo SpringS in thiS territory, SinkS 
into poStojna cave, travelS through 
planina cave, where it iS joined by 
the rak Stream from rakov Škocjan, 
and eventually reSurfaceS on the 
planina plain aS the unica river.

the centre of the valley of the reka river, also called the 
great water, is Ilirska Bistrica. a path leads from the 
old town centre to the seasonal Sušec waterfall, which 
captivates with its fan-like shape and white foamy waters 
cascading down green moss. bistriško – the area between 
mt. Snežnik and the brkini hills – is famous for many natural 
attractions and an interesting cultural heritage. visit the 
Zalesje Partisan Hospital with its hidden underground 
bunker and surprising stories of wartime village solidarity.

23

When exploring the diverse heritage of the Pivka Basin, make sure to 
visit the stonemasons’ village of Kal. Here, you will hear interesting 
stories from the times of the cart drivers and Martin Krpan. 
You will listen to these stories over a glass of brkinski slivovec 
or sadjevec. In September, you will be able to explore the local 
gastronomy and the handcrafts at the event The Tastes of the 
Pivka Lakes. After visiting the Park of Military History in Pivka, head 
off to the Circular Trail of Military History which will take you past 
the remnants of war and the underground fortification of the Alpine 
Wall to the viewpoint on Šilentabor.

IlIrska bIstrIca

Pivka
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Cerknica – a town that became world-famous after lake 
cerknica was scientifically researched by janez vajkard 
valvasor was once one of the more heavily fortified villages 
in Slovenia. towering above the settlement is Mt. Slivnica, 
which is full of witch-related stories. Slivnica (1114 m) is 
also a very popular hiking destination. apart from the 
week-long Pust celebrations, cerknica also offers many 
other experiences connected with folk traditions. you 
can learn about the local lake boats – drevaks, the tradition 
of flax processing, blacksmithing and other crafts. 

TOWNS THAT ARE IN 
TOUCH WITH NATURE 

AND TRADITION 
You’re welcome in any 

season!    

Walk through Majlont, the oldest part of town, and head towards 
Sovič – the town hill featuring the ruins of a medieval castle, 
walking paths and viewpoints. Only a few minutes from the town 
centre, you will find the Adventure Park, which offers exciting walks 
among the treetops. There are several interesting hiking and biking 
trails that take you to the hills surrounding the town. Head towards 
the cultural and natural attractions found along the Castle, Cave 
or Erazem’s bike trails. The Via Dinarica long-distance hiking trail 
begins in the Municipality of Postojna, on the Nanos Plateau.

the green karSt haS alwayS been 
part of important road connectionS 
Since thiS iS where you find the 
eaSieSt natural paSSage between 
the mediterranean and central 
europe. aS the borderS kept 
changing through hiStory, thiS waS 
once alSo a very important border 
region. travellerS alwayS enjoyed 
Stopping in hoSpitable SettlementS 
with unique traditionS. you Should 
Stop here aS well! 

apart from postojna cave, predjama castle and the notranjska 
museum, the town of Postojna also offers – hospitality! this 
area has always presented the most favourable natural 
passage between the mediterranean and central europe 
and has always been a stopover along these important 
roads. today, the town is more famous as the centre of the 
Classical Karst and as the cradle of speleology. the famous 
Sazu institute is based in the mansion on the main square, 
where you can feel the buzz of town life.

25

For a walk among the karstic wonders of Cerknica and the Notranjska 
Regional Park, follow the Drvošec Education Trail, which was 
declared the best Slovenian themed trail of 2020. Marked with a 
picture of the solitary great bittern bird, the trail offers incredible 
views of the unique intermittent lake from viewing platforms, 
including the 10-metre-high Otočec tower. The life of the area is 
presented with information and didactic points along the trail.

Postojna

CerkniCa
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